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Abstract: The purpose of this short note is to give a remark on the decomposition

theorem for direct images of canonical sheaves tensorized with Nakano semipositive vector

bundles. Although our result is a direct consequence of Takegoshi’s work in [3], it was not stated

explicitly in [3]. Here we give the precise statement and the proof.
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The decomposition theorem for direct images

of canonical sheaves was proved by J. Kollár

[1, Theorem 3.1]. Inspired by the work of S.

Matsumura [2], here we note that the decomposi-

tion theorem also holds for direct images of canon-

ical sheaves tensorized with Nakano semipositive

vector bundles. Although Theorem 1 below is a

direct consequence of Takegoshi’s results in [3], it

was not stated explicitly there. Therefore we give

the precise statement of the decomposition theorem

and prove it explicitly here. We remark that

Theorem 1 below immediately implies the weaker

form of the decomposition theorem [3, I Decompo-

sition Theorem] (cf. Corollary 2).

Theorem 1. Let X be a Kähler manifold of

pure dimension, Y a complex analytic space and

f : X �! Y a proper surjective morphism such that

all the connected components of X are mapped

surjectively to Y . For a Nakano semipositive vector

bundle ðE; hÞ on X, we have an isomorphism
M

q

Rqf�ð!X � EÞ½�q� ’ Rf�ð!X � EÞ

in the derived category of OY -modules.

Proof. The sheaf of E-valued C1 ðp; qÞ-forms

on X is denoted by Ap;qX ðEÞ. Then we have the

Dolbeault quasi-isomorphism

!X � E �! ðAn;�X ðEÞ; @Þ;

which is an f�-acyclic resolution of !X � E. There-

fore we have an isomorphism

Rf�ð!X � EÞ ’ ðf�An;�X ðEÞ; @Þ

in the derived category of OY -modules.

In the proof of Theorem 6.4 in [3], Takegoshi

defined an OY -subsheaf R0f�Hn;qðEÞ of Kerð@ :

f�An;qX ðEÞ ! f�An;qþ1
X ðEÞÞ such that the canonical

inclusion

R0f�Hn;qðEÞ �! Kerð@ : f�An;qX ðEÞ ! f�An;qþ1
X ðEÞÞ

induces an isomorphism of OY -modules

R0f�Hn;qðEÞ�!’ Rqf�ð!X � EÞð1:1Þ

for every q. The composite of the inclusions

R0f�Hn;qðEÞ �! Kerð@ : f�An;qX ðEÞ ! f�An;qþ1
X ðEÞÞ

�! f�An;qX ðEÞ
is denoted by ’q. Then ’q defines a morphism of

complexes

R0f�Hn;qðEÞ½�q� �! f�An;�X ðEÞ

for every q. Since we have the isomorphism (1.1) for

every q, we obtain a quasi-isomorphism
M

q

’q :
M

q

R0f�Hn;qðEÞ½�q� �! f�An;�X ðEÞ

by taking the direct sum for all q. Combining with

the isomorphism
M

q

Rqf�ð!X � EÞ½�q�  �
M

q

R0f�Hn;qðEÞ½�q�;

we obtain an isomorphism
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in the derived category as desired. �

As a corollary of the theorem above, we have

the following:

Corollary 2. In addition to the situation in

Theorem 1, let g : Y �! Z be any morphism of

complex analytic spaces. Then we have
M

pþq¼n
Rpg�R

qf�ð!X � EÞ ’ Rnðg � fÞ�ð!X � EÞ

for every n. In particular, we have
M

pþq¼n
HpðY ;Rqf�ð!X � EÞÞ ’ HnðX;!X � EÞð2:1Þ

for every n.

Remark 3. For the case of X being com-

pact, the decomposition (2.1) of the cohomology

groups is proved by S. Matsumura [2, Corollary

1.2].
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